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Abstract. A photoacoustic imaging system that incorporates a com-
mercial ultrasonic camera for real-time imaging of two-dimensional
�2-D� projection planes in tissue at video rate �30 Hz� is presented.
The system uses a Q-switched frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pulsed la-
ser for photoacoustic generation. The ultrasonic camera consists of a
2-D 12�12 mm CCD chip with 120�120 piezoelectric sensing el-
ements used for detecting the photoacoustic pressure distribution ra-
diated from the target. An ultrasonic lens system is placed in front of
the chip to collect the incoming photoacoustic waves, providing the
ability for focusing and imaging at different depths. Compared with
other existing photoacoustic imaging techniques, the camera-based
system is attractive because it is relatively inexpensive and compact,
and it can be tailored for real-time clinical imaging applications. Ex-
perimental results detailing the real-time photoacoustic imaging of
rubber strings and buried absorbing targets in chicken breast tissue are
presented, and the spatial resolution of the system is quantified. © 2010
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3420079�
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Introduction
oninvasive imaging of the anatomy and functions of the

ubcutaneous microvasculature using systems with high pre-
ision and real-time capability remains a formidable chal-
enge. The challenge stems from unavailability of imaging
ystems with the capability to meet the requirements for high
ensitivity, high spatial resolution, sufficient penetration
epth, high image contrast, fast imaging speed, system port-
bility, and low cost.

Photoacoustic �PA� imaging is an excellent candidate for
ascular imaging that potentially meets all of the preceding
equirements. PA techniques rely on the generation of acoustic
aves following the local absorption of a short-pulse laser

llumination that results in local heating and transient ther-
oelastic expansion.1–14 The amplitude and temporal charac-

eristics of the generated acoustic waves are related to the
ptical, thermal, and elastic properties of the medium and the
haracteristics of the laser source. Thus, PA techniques used
n biological media allow for local mapping of the optical
bsorption contrast sources through the measurement of the
aser-generated acoustic waves.

Owing to the significantly lower acoustic scattering than
ptical scattering in biological tissue, PA techniques permit
maging at longer penetration depths than is achievable with
urely optical techniques. The spatial resolution of PA tech-
iques depends on the bandwidth of the laser-generated
coustic waves, and in the limit of high signal-to-noise ratio
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�SNR� and aberration-free acoustic wave detection, the spatial
resolution can approach the acoustic diffraction limit. PA tech-
niques have been shown to provide sufficient resolution for in
vivo imaging of vascular structures4–7 and tumor
angiogenesis,8 and for monitoring the concentration of
oxygen,9 and glucose10 in blood vessels.

At present, the majority of the PA imaging techniques use
either focused single-element transducers11 or one-
dimensional �1-D� linear array transducers.12–14 In the former,
a focused transducer is mechanically scanned from one point
to the next along the tissue surface, and at each point, a PA
A-scan signal along the axis of the transducer is acquired. By
combining multiple A-scan signals obtained sequentially dur-
ing scanning, cross-sectional PA images of the transducers
focal region in the tissue are obtained.

Alternatively, linear array transducers allow for the acqui-
sition of multiple A-scan signals without the need for me-
chanical scanning. The array transducer signals are acquired
sequentially using a parallel multichannel system. The mea-
sured data are in turn processed offline using computer-based
synthetic aperture reconstruction algorithms in order to obtain
cross-sectional PA images. PA imaging of tissue vasculature
using transducer array systems with parallel multichannel data
acquisition systems have been reported.12–14

While these applications demonstrate the strength of PA
imaging in tissue, existing techniques are still susceptible to
motion artifacts associated with respiration and patient move-
ments since the images are not acquired in a single-shot. Fur-
thermore, PA imaging using linear array transducers also pro-
vides a limited view of the interrogated tissue. A two-
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imensional �2-D� transducer array system is a desirable
lternative; however, they are significantly more expensive,
nd the reconstruction algorithms used for image formation
an be time consuming. These may limit the application of PA
maging techniques in certain clinical environments where
-D real-time imaging approaches are needed.

In this work, a novel PA imaging system that incorporates
commercial ultrasonic camera for real-time imaging of 2-D

rojection planes in tissue at video rate �30 Hz� is presented.
he ultrasonic camera system offers several advantages com-
ared with alternative techniques in PA imaging. Experimen-
al results are reported for real-time PA imaging of optically
bsorbing targets in clear and turbid media, and the spatial
esolution of the system is quantified.

Experimental Approach
he PA imaging system includes a pulsed laser for PA gen-
ration and an ultrasonic camera for imaging, as shown sche-
atically in Fig. 1. The ultrasonic camera is referred to as the
coustocam, which is manufactured by Imperium, Inc.,15 and

s commercially available.

.1 Ultrasonic Imaging Camera
he Acoustocam is a real-time ultrasonic imaging camera that
onsists of a 2-D 12�12 mm charge-coupled device �CCD�
hip, with 120�120 piezoelectric sensing elements used to
ense the incoming ultrasonic pressure distribution from a PA
ource. An ultrasonic lens system is placed in front of the chip
o collect the incoming PA signal and provides the ability for
ocusing and imaging at different depths. The focal depth of
he lens system is 38 mm, and its f-number is 1. The chip and
ens system are immersed in water that is encapsulated in a
ylindrical tube. The electronic system that controls the imag-
ng chip time-gates the detected ultrasonic signal according to

Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the PA imaging system.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021318-
the time-of-arrival of the PA waves, selects the peak pressure
at each pixel within the selected gate, and creates a real-time
video of the PA source distribution, which can be monitored
on a display or digitized in a computer for recording and
processing. As a result, the imaging procedure mimics the
maximum-amplitude-projection �MAP� operation used in PA
microscopy5 to produce a 2-D image along the projection
plane that is parallel to the CCD surface.

The bandwidth of each transducer element is very broad,
exceeding 10 MHz, and the CCD array has a frame rate of
30 Hz. The Acoustocam is widely used in nondestructive ul-
trasonic imaging of flaws and defects in engineering
structures,15–17 and with limited applications in ultrasonic im-
aging in biological media.15,18 In such applications, a piezo-
electric transducer is used to generate ultrasound, which is
then used to insonify an object, and the scattered ultrasonic
waves are imaged through the Acoustocam. In our work,
laser-generated PA signals are directly imaged through the
Acoustocam, and therefore an ultrasound generation trans-
ducer is not needed. The Acoustocam is an attractive alterna-
tive to expensive ultrasonic array transducers used for PA
imaging because it is relatively inexpensive and compact. Fur-
thermore, the use of an acoustic lens provides a long standoff
distance from the test object, unlike a lensless array trans-
ducer system. The long standoff distance enables easier rout-
ing of the PA-generating laser beam to the tissue.

2.2 Experimental Setup
A photograph of the PA imaging system developed in this
work is shown in Fig. 2. The generation laser �output wave-
length: 532 nm; pulse width: 5 ns� irradiates the target speci-
men �PA source� placed in a water tank that is filled with
deionized water. At the location of the target, the diameter of
the laser beam is 25 mm, and the peak pulse energy of the
laser is limited to 21 mJ, yielding an energy density of
4.28 mJ /cm2. The energy density is within the ANSI safety
standard for the maximum permissible exposure of human
skin to pulsed laser radiation in the visible spectral range.19

The Acoustocam is mounted on one side of the water tank, as
shown in Fig. 2. The operation of the Acoustocam is synchro-
nized with the timing of the laser pulses emitted by the exci-
tation source. This is achieved by triggering the Acoustocam
with a transistor-transistor logic �TTL� output signal from a
digital time delay generator, which is further triggered by the
flashlamp synchronization output signal from the pulsed laser
source. This arrangement allows for the adjustment of the

Fig. 2 A photograph of the PA imaging setup and the ultrasonic lens.
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�2
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ime delay between the flashlamp discharge and the laser out-
ut before triggering the Acoustocam for image acquisition.

The electronic time gate in the Acoustocam is used to con-
rol the time window during which the CCD chip is open for
ata acquisition. The front edge of the time gate is related to
he travel time of the generated acoustic wave from the PA
ource to the plane of the CCD chip, while the rear gate is
elated to the duration of the PA pressure wave. It is worth
oting that the choice of the Acoustocam time gate is critical
ince the camera creates an image based on the peak PA pres-
ure at each pixel within the selected gate and does not retain
ime-resolved information.

Experimental Results and Discussion
.1 Spatial Resolution
n the first set of experiments, the spatial resolution of the PA
maging system was evaluated by imaging an abrupt edge in
n aluminum block with a milled slot of width 4.82 mm. The
arget specimen was placed in the water tank within the focal
egion of the ultrasonic camera lenses and illuminated with
he generation laser. A piece of black tape was placed on the
olid portion of the aluminum block to enhance the optical
eneration of pressure waves. The laser beam was expanded
o illuminate a portion of the slot, and the 2-D PA image
btained with the ultrasonic camera is shown in Fig. 3�a� in
ray scale. The pixel intensites in this figure, and all the fol-
owing figures, are normalized to �0 1� with arbitrary unit. An
lectronic time gate of about 5 �s was applied to the PA
ignals received at each of the piezoelectric sensing elements
f the acoustic camera. Within the selected time gate, the peak
A pressure wave amplitude was recorded and rendered in the
mage. The bright regions in the PA image result from optical
eneration of pressure waves on the black tape, and the dark
egion is the portion of the illuminated specimen where there
s no optical generation. The peak pressure distribution across
he dashed line in the acquired PA image is shown in Fig.
�b�. The lateral distance between the half points of the pres-
ure peaks, which corresponds to the measured width of the
lot, is approximately 5.0 mm. This value is in close agree-
ent with the expected value of 4.8 mm.
The spatial resolution of the PA system was evaluated by

easuring the line-spread-function of the measured abrupt
dge. The analysis consists of processing the portion of the
ressure wave data between 10 and 15 mm in Fig. 3�b�. First,
spatial derivative of the data in Fig. 3�b� was taken, and the

esulting line-spread-function obtained is shown in Fig. 3�c�.
he portion of Fig. 3�c� that pertains to the abrupt edge is
ighlighted in the figure.

In order to estimate the spatial resolution based on the
ine-spread-function, a spatial fast Fourier transform �FFT� of
he highlighted portion of Fig. 3�c� was performed, resulting
n the modulation transfer function shown in Fig. 3�d�. The
rst zero crossing of the modulation transfer function occurs
t 1.2 mm−1, which provides an estimate of the maximum
patial frequency ��max� in the PA image. The reciprocal of

max yields the limiting spatial resolution of 0.78 mm.
A second calibration target �Fig. 4�a�� that was imaged

onsists of an aluminum block on which the letters N and U
ere milled out. The height of the letters is 15 mm, and the
idth is 10 mm. Black tape was pasted onto the block with
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021318-
the letters N and U cut out. When the target was illuminated
by the laser beam, PA generation occurred only from the taped
regions. The letters N and U are clearly visible �Figs. 4�b� and
4�c�� in this case, and the brighter circular regions represent
the laser illuminated area. This demonstrates that the camera
can image PA signals from large areas in a single shot. It is
important to note that the letters N and U were separately
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Fig. 3 PA imaging of a milled slot in an aluminum block. �a� 2-D
projection of the PA image. �b� 1-D PA amplitude distribution along
the highlighted line in �a�. �c� First derivative of the PA amplitude
distribution �b� along the abrupt edge. �d� Spatial Fourier transform of
amplitude data in the highlighted region in �c�.
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lluminated by the generation laser. The laser fluence was sig-
ificantly reduced when the spot size of the generation laser
as expanded to illuminate the features N and U simulta-
eously in the target specimen, leading to low PA pressure
nd poor signal-to-noise ratio.

.2 Real-Time Large-Area Imaging
he real-time imaging capability of the PA imaging system
as evaluated. In this case, two crossed graphite rods �diam-

ter: 300 �m� were used as the target specimen �Fig. 5�a��.
he laser beam was scanned across the specimen, and the

eal-time image of the PA pressure wave radiating from the
pecimen was recorded at a frame rate of 30 Hz. A snapshot
f the 2-D PA image is shown in Fig. 5�b�, and a real-time
ideo demonstrating the real-time capability of the system is
vailable online �Video 1�.

.3 Imaging in Tissue Samples
A imaging of an optically absorbing target through tissue
pecimens was also demonstrated. The first specimen used is
pair of rubber strings �diameter=1.68 mm� spaced 6 mm

part, imaged through 3-mm-thick chicken breast tissue. The

5 mm

5 mm

(a)

(b)

(c)

ig. 4 PA imaging of a black-tape phantom in water. �a� Photograph of
he specimen in which the letters N and U are milled out. �b� PA
mage showing the letter N. �c� PA image showing the letter U.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021318-
chicken breast tissue is optically turbid, which leads to scat-
tering of the incident laser. Figure 6�a� shows the image of the
rubber strings placed behind the tissue. The higher intensity
regions in the image reveal the presence of the rubber strings
behind the chicken tissue. Note that the strings were not par-
allel behind the tissue, as seen in the PA image. The pressure
distribution along the dashed line in the image is shown in
Fig. 6�b�, where a lateral separation of approximately 5.5 mm
between the strings is estimated. The strings are clearly re-
solved in the image; however, the FWHM of the first PA peak
signal from the string is 900 �m, which is smaller than the
expected value of 1.68 mm. This may be due to the reduction
in the effective laser-irradiated region on the specimen surface
due the effects of optical scattering.

The second tissue sample consisted of a piece of chicken
breast tissue embedded with a single rubber string
�diameter=1.68 mm� at a depth of approximately 4 mm be-
low the tissue surface �Fig. 7�a��. The embedded string
strongly absorbs the light, and Fig. 7�b� shows the PA image
obtained. The spatial extent of the rubber tube seen in the
image is limited by the size of the excitation laser beam used,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 PA imaging of graphite targets in water. �a� Photograph of a pair
of crossed graphite rods. �b� PA image of a portion of the targets.

Video 1 Real-time video of PA imaging of a pair of crossed graphite
rods taken as the illumination laser is scanned over the rods �MPEG,
7.3 MB�. �URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3420079.1�.
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�4
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hich was approximately 10 mm. The generation laser spot
ize was reduced from the nominal value of
5 mm to 10 mm in order to increase the laser fluence. In
his case, the optical fluence is 26.7 mJ /cm2.

Conclusions
real-time PA imaging system has been developed that is

apable of rendering full-field 2-D projection images of the
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ig. 6 PA imaging of rubber strings imaged through a slice of chicken
reast tissue. �a� PA image. �b� The PA amplitude distribution along

he highlighted line in �a�.
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ig. 7 PA imaging of a rubber string embedded in chicken breast
issue. �a� Photograph of the chicken specimen with the embedded
tring. �b� PA image of the rubber string.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 021318-
PA pressure wave distribution at video rate �30 Hz�. The sys-
tem incorporates a commercial ultrasonic camera, which
houses a set of image forming lenses and 120�120 piezo-
electric sensing elements. Images were acquired from samples
in both optically clear and turbid media, while limiting the
optical laser fluence to be within the ANSI limits for the
maximum permissible exposure of human skin to pulsed laser
radiation in the visible spectral range. The lateral spatial res-
olution of the system and its capability for real-time imaging
were examined. Under the current operating conditions, the
lateral spatial resolution of the system was estimated to be
0.78 mm. Compared with single-transducer-based PA imag-
ing, our system can achieve a full-field projection imaging in
real time based on a single laser pulse illumination. Compared
with an ultrasonic array transducer–based PA imaging system,
our system offers 2-D projection rather than cross-sectional
imaging.
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